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IntroductionIntroduction

Where do we stand?Where do we stand?
•• Enabling the integration and interaction Enabling the integration and interaction 

of pervasive systems with societyof pervasive systems with society

What is a pervasive system?What is a pervasive system?
•• A system that pervades the A system that pervades the physicalphysical, , 

socialsocial and and cognitive cognitive environmentsenvironments

We will discuss ideas about designing We will discuss ideas about designing 
and deploying pervasive systemsand deploying pervasive systems



Designing Pervasive SystemsDesigning Pervasive Systems

Traditional HCI design foci are Traditional HCI design foci are useruser, , tasktask
and and domaindomain
We propose three analogous foci of We propose three analogous foci of 
citizencitizen, , spheresphere and and spacespace
Users don’t have rights, Users don’t have rights, citizens citizens dodo
Information Information spheresspheres to capture the to capture the 
cognitive environment cognitive environment –– a way to think a way to think 
about the systemabout the system
SpacesSpaces deal with locations (e.g. public deal with locations (e.g. public 
space) and physical space) and physical artefactsartefacts (interaction (interaction 
spaces)spaces)



Deploying Pervasive SystemsDeploying Pervasive Systems

How are traditional systems deployed?How are traditional systems deployed?
•• Computers calculate, store, retrieve, Computers calculate, store, retrieve, 

monitor, repeatmonitor, repeat
•• Humans extrapolate, spot patterns, Humans extrapolate, spot patterns, 

identify changes, deal with the unknownidentify changes, deal with the unknown

What about pervasive systems?What about pervasive systems?
•• Architecture: optimize space to overcome Architecture: optimize space to overcome 

functionality constraintsfunctionality constraints
•• PerCompPerComp: optimize functionality to : optimize functionality to 

overcome space constraintsovercome space constraints



ConclusionConclusion

Presented general ideasPresented general ideas
Social issues are at the heart of the Social issues are at the heart of the 
problem problem –– and the solutionand the solution
Combination of ideas can address a Combination of ideas can address a 
range of issues such as privacy, range of issues such as privacy, 
service delivery and interaction service delivery and interaction 
methodsmethods



The End The End –– Thank YouThank You


